Section 3: Law Enforcement Administration 310 (Fall 2014) #31546
Tentative Schedule (May Fluctuate Due to Time Constraints)
Email: chiefrva@cox.net Phone: 619: 849-9963

Aug. 26: Introductions...Goals/Objectives....Review Syllabus
Aug. 28- Sept. 02: Chapter 1: “Historical Development;” Breaking Rank (Stamper), “Introduction”

04-09: Chapter 2: “Policing Today;” Breaking Rank (Stamper), Chapter 29, “Community Policing: A Radical view”

11-16: Chapter 3: “Intelligence, Terrorism and Homeland Security;” Breaking Rank (Stamper), Chapter 8, “Why White Cops Kill Black Men,” “Snookered in Seattle, the WTO Riots”

18-23: Chapter 4: “Politics and Police Administration: External Influences and Controls;” Breaking Rank (Stamper), Chapter 24, “Citizen Oversight”

Sept. 25-30: Chapter 5: “Organizational Theory”

Oct. 02-07: Chapter 6: “Concepts of Police Organizational Design;” Breaking Rank (Stamper), Chapter 16, “Demilitarizing the Police”

09-14: Chapter 7: “Leadership;” Breaking Rank (Stamper), Chapter 30, “Cultivating Fearless Leadership”

16-21: “Law Enforcement Ethics” (lecture); “Corruption” (lecture); Breaking Rank (Stamper), Chapter 12, “The Blue Wall of Silence” (Hand Out Study Guide)

23: Quiz and Midterm Discussion; Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; All Lecture Material to include Lecture Material on Breaking Rank, Chapter 12 Only

Oct. 28: MIDTERM EXAMINATION: Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; All Lecture Material and Lecture Material on Breaking Rank, Chapter 12 only
Oct. 30: Review Mid-term; Chapter 9: “Human Resource Management;”
  Breaking Rank (Stamper), Chapter 9, “Racism in the Ranks,”
  Chapter 10, “Split Tails,” Chapter 17, “Picking Good Cops”

Nov. 04: Lecture: “The Courtroom: Judges and Other Performers
  At the Bar”

  06: Chapter 10: “Organization and Interpersonal Communication”

Nov.11: Holiday: Veterans’ Day!!!!!

  13-18: Chapter 11: “Labor Relations;” Breaking Rank (Stamper), Chapter 22,
  “Up With Labor (Not So Fast, Police Unions)”

  20-25: Chapter 13: “Stress and Police Personnel;” Breaking Rank (Stamper),
  Chapter 1, “An Open Letter to a Bad Cop;” Chapter 18, “Staying Alive
  In a World of Sudden Violent Death” (Hand Out Study Guide)
  (Paper is Due!!!!!!!!!!) November 25

November 27: Thanksgiving Holiday!!!!

Dec. 02-04: Chapter 14: “Legal Aspects of Police Administration”

  09: Wrap Up and Final Examination Review and Discussion

Dec 11 (Thursday): FINAL EXAMINATION: Chapters 9, 10, 11, 13, 14; All
  Lecture Material; Breaking Rank, Chapter 9 Only,
  “Racism in the Ranks”

  Time: 1030-1230
  Location: P (Room 148)